NEW VIRTUALLY UNBREAKABLE LABIAL BOW

Introducing the virtually unbreakable ClearBow from PWG Orthodontic Specialties Ltd. A new aesthetic labial bow exceeding the durability, versatility and efficiency than any other type of steel or aesthetic labial wire. The ClearBow is adjustable with 3 prong pliers, BPA free, gentle on tooth enamel and anatomically designed for optimum tooth contact. It is the clear alternative for superior and more durable orthodontic appliances.

- Superior aesthetics = Encourages patient compliance
- Optimum tooth contact = Superior retention
- Virtually unbreakable = More durable retainer
- Free from BPA = Healthier patients
- Gentle on tooth enamel = No scratching of the teeth
- Versatile = More effective and aesthetic orthodontic appliances

Scan the QR code to see how durable the ClearBow is.
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*The plastic strap on the ClearBow assembly is guaranteed not to break or detach when the orthodontic appliance is used under normal conditions specified by the doctor.